## Recommended Application
- Portable tabletop presentations

## Screen Material
- MaxWhite® FG
- VersaWhite/StarBright™ 4

## Aspect Ratio & Diagonal Sizes
- **PicoScreen™**: 4:3- 35”/45”/ 55”
- **Pico Sport**: 4:3- 18”

## Gain
- 1.1
- 1.1/4.0

## Viewing Angle
- 180°
- 180°/120°

## Easy to Clean Screen Material
- Yes
- Yes

## Dry-Erase Capable
- No
- Yes

## Dry-Erase Markers Included
- No
- Yes

## Black Backed
- Yes
- N/A

## LED/Pico Projector Compatible
- Yes
- Yes

## Seamless
- Yes
- Yes/No

## GREENGUARD® Certified
- Yes
- Yes

### Design and Operation

#### Manufacturer Suggested Retail Pricing (US only)
- **PicoScreen™**: From $136 - $157
- **Pico Sport**: $65